
 
1) Create a worksheet called “OE Statistics” 

a) Add the following Column Titles 
i) Precincts 
ii) Chief (put the amount paid for each position)  
iii) Asst. Chief  (put the amount paid for each position)  
iv) Pollworker  (put the amount paid for each position)  

Example below 

            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Create another worksheet called List of OE’s 



a) Use the following Column Titles 
i) Precinct 
ii) Working (leave blank)  
iii) Training 1(leave blank)  
iv) Training 2 (if you do more than 1 training) (leave blank)  
v) Training 3 (if you do more than 1 training) (leave blank)  
vi) Position (Chief, Asst. Chief, Pollworker) 
vii) First Name 
viii) Last Name 
ix) Address 
x) City  
xi) State  
xii) Zip 
xiii) Birthday 
xiv) Age (leave blank)  
xv) Home Precinct 
xvi) Years as Pollworker (leave blank)  
xvii) Date Signed Up 
xviii) Home 
xix) Cell 
xx) Work 
xxi) E-Mail 
xxii) Political Affiliation 
xxiii) Base Pay (leave blank)  

3) Fill in all of the information to the best of your ability for the above 2 worksheets 
 
  



Formulas that will be used: 
=COUNTIF('List of OE''s'!N2:N151,"<=18") 
countif one set of veriables is met. In english it says... look in the worksheet List of OE's, look at 
the range N2:N151...and if any of those numbers is less than 18 return a value of 1 for each 
match 
=COUNTIFS('List of OE''s'!N2:N151,">=18",'List of O E''s'!N2:N151,"<=25") 
countif more than one set of veriables is met. In english it says... look in the worksheet List of 
OE's, look at the range N2:N151...and if any of those numbers is greater than 18 and less 25... 
return a value of 1 for each match 
=rounddown(sum((today()-M2)/365.25)) 
This will calculate the age of the voter for today's date 
=(today()-Q2)/365.25  
This will calculate the years as a pollworker 
=ifs($F$2:$F$6="Chief",'OE statistics'!$B$3,$F$2:$F $6="Asst. Chief",'OE 
statistics'!$C$3,$F$2:$F$6="Pollworker",'OE statist ics'!$D$3)  
This will correctly identify the amount of base base pay for each individual polworker. 
If your current position in the rage of f2-f6 is chief then insert the value from the corresponding 
cell on the OE statistics sheet.  
=query('List of OE''s'!A1:Y126,"SELECT B,F,G,H,I,J, K,L,S,T WHERE A = '101'",1)    
query means to pull data from a specific location from specific columns   
 on the list of OE'S worksheet, in the data range A1:Y126 return the values from Columns 
B,F,G,H,I,J,K,L, S,T......when column A value = 101..the comma "1" at the end returns the 
header row          
 


